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Introduction
Through the roller coaster of the past two years,
understanding the changing attitudes and needs of
employees is one of the most complex and persistent
challenges that leaders at growing businesses
face. That challenge has contributed to a larger
phenomenon with a name: the Great Resignation. It
sounds like a tragedy that belongs in the annals of
other worldwide misfortunes. Are we living through
a rethinking of work and priorities of such proportion
that it should be mentioned in the same breath as the
Great Depression or the Great Recession? Or is the
greatness a little more subtle than that?

There’s no doubt that a good chunk of the workforce
sidelined itself over the past 18 months, and another
portion that was involuntarily sidelined isn’t quickly
coming back. If the workforce has at least temporarily
shrunk, where does that leave the workers we have?
Are they happy? Has their motivation changed?
Are executives doing the right things to keep them
engaged? Do managers have a pulse on their teams,
and are they fighting to make workers as happy
as possible?

About the Survey
In our Fall/Winter 2021 Survey, we set out to determine
how executives, managers and workers view the new
challenges of the workplace and whether various
echelons of workers see eye-to-eye on the best ways
to manage through the current personnel crisis. We
created three related surveys with questions on largely
the same topics but adjusted for each cohort. We
asked 100 executives about actions taken to deal with
talent shortages and similar issues of the moment, as
well as their perceptions of various personnel-related
factors’ effects on their companies’ ability to perform.
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We asked 250 managers similar questions, but instead
about the teams they manage. Finally, we asked 150
workers about their personal perspectives on labor
issues and their work. So, in the case of morale, we
asked executives about the company’s workforce,
asked managers about their teams and asked workers
about their own morale.
We partnered with Wakefield Research to collect data
in late September and early October, so respondents
likely understood the effects of the coronavirus delta
variant and were seeing at least some business benefit
from delta’s dropping infection rate.
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Key Findings
• Executives think workers are happier than they
actually are, while managers understand worker
sentiment — or think it’s worse than it is.
• Half of managers say they’re thinking about or
actually seeking a less demanding job.
• Executives most commonly think that people leave
jobs for career advancement. In reality, it’s better
wages or benefits.
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This survey included 300 finance and 200 non-finance
respondents. There were about two finance managers
for each non-finance manager. Fortunately, the two
groups only diverge significantly in their answers to one
major question. In that instance, we’ve broken out the
data to show the difference in response.
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The Struggle to Fill Jobs
This survey is largely of B2B, sub-enterprise-size
businesses. Only about one fifth of respondents came
from retail, hospitality and restaurants; the largest
groups are financial services, professional services and
manufacturing. This is intentional — many workers in
those retail and hospitality-oriented fields are weary
of both the coronavirus and of consumers’ behavior,
according to studies. As a result, the so-called Great
Resignation hasn’t had quite the negative impact on
the majority of companies we surveyed. Between 30%
and 40% have been negatively impacted, depending
on the cohort. That’s certainly not insignificant, but
with only 5% of managers and executives citing a
significant impact, it looks safe to say that resignations
did not hit these companies as hard as many
consumer-facing ones.
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In fact, many B2B companies likely benefited from
workers’ flight from consumer-facing jobs. That
certainly happened in the B2C sphere, where online
retailers picked up formerly in-store workers to help
fulfill orders with promises of a bit better pay and
more isolation from consumers in the year following
the initial COVID-19 outbreak. However, job-search
site Indeed reports that this phenomenon has ended:
Clicks on picking, packing and delivery job listings are
down 40% this fall. While there are still plenty of these
postings, per Indeed, interest is down significantly.
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The ability to hire now gets plenty of press. In late
September, Vox ran a story explaining why “Everyone’s
Hiring, But No One Is Getting Hired.”
The article points out that with over 10 million open
jobs and just 8.4 million unemployed workers — many
of whom aren’t looking for new jobs — the climate has
rarely been so good for workers seeking jobs (Chart 3).
And yet those companies with the open jobs listing are
slow to hire. Painfully slow.
The problem is that workers often lack the very specific
skills these companies desire or are uninterested in
jobs with low pay, poor hours and/or poor conditions
that may entail facing down unpredictable and angry
consumers or performing repetitive tasks.
Charts 3 and 4 explain the choosy disposition of
companies. The attitude, which stems from the 2008
Great Recession, when there were skilled workers
looking for jobs, has grown increasingly problematic
since the mid-teens. Many industries hit by the Great
Recession jettisoned training programs to save
money, with hopes of finding workers already
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appropriately skilled. That strategy sort of worked when
there were almost two job seekers for every opening. It
was a complete failure by 2019. And yet comparatively
few structured company training programs existed
then or exist now to help smart, eager people slide into
productive work.
One manager in our survey put it this way: “It has
become a bit more stressful as I feel we are trying to
battle other companies for employees who are now
shopping potential employers when it used to be just
recently the other way around.”
For companies in this situation, employees who’ve
recently left the company represent a possible
source of quick-to-find, ready-to-work talent. The
challenge will be addressing the reason these socalled “boomerang employees” decamped. Child
care may have resolved itself with schools restarting.
Your company may now offer more flexibility in work
location or schedule, remedying some workers’ issues.
Whatever the reason for their leaving, it’s worth a
discussion with former employees to see if rehiring
is a possibility.
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Some workers did upgrade skills during 2020, and yet
the intensity of the skill shortage is the same now as in
2019, in particular for openings requiring workers with
specialized expertise. Our survey bears this out, and
yet it shows executives less willing to spend on salaries
than they were in 2019.

GDP growth of 6.6%, according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS). A worker had this to say: “The
company’s growth is not accompanied by benefits for
workers.” That’s a dangerous sentiment, particularly if
employees took pay or hour cuts in 2020 and those
decreases haven’t been reversed as profits return.

At any rate, about as many company leaders say it’s
harder to hire now as say it’s easier to hire now.

Whether “harder” or “easier,” it’s clear that hiring is
now more expensive for executives and more timeconsuming for managers. If Indeed is correct and the
B2B sector’s hiring benefit from the woes of consumerfacing businesses has evaporated, wage pressures —
which don’t show up on our survey — will return soon.

What’s not the same is how workers feel about their
jobs. Nearly three times as many say their job is harder
now than it was in 2019 versus those who say it’s
easier. Many are also not feeling any benefit from new
growth. The second quarter of 2021 saw annualized
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Making Work Work
Respondents say staffing is about as hard as it was
in 2019 — they don’t say it’s easy. Most companies
are taking steps to attract and retain workers, but we
found a significant difference between what finance
and non-finance managers are doing (Chart 8).

and seeing that 40% fewer finance managers
expect to offer training to new hires or existing
team members seems odd. There’s a lot going on
in finance, and skills updates are one way to keep
employees engaged.

The non-finance managers are significantly more
aggressive on compensation, training, bonuses and
even child care than their finance counterparts. We’re
at somewhat of a loss to explain this. Sure, finance
managers are usually more reticent to spend, but
given the competition for skilled finance workers, it
seems that in-house training in particular would be a
popular way to fill open positions.

We listed 11 staffing-related actions in our survey, with
response choices of “doing,” “strongly considering”
and “not doing.” Chart 8 shows the actions that
leaders are “doing.” Charts that include “strongly
considering” and “not doing” are in the appendix,
where you’ll find that about 80% of executives and
managers are “doing” or “strongly considering” each
action. A solid 20% — the exact number ranges from
15% to 25% depending on the action — don’t see the
need to consider any given action, which seems like a
dangerous position to take.

It could easily be that non-finance managers are
shorter-staffed than most finance managers.
However, the finance field requires keeping up with
new developments as much as any other discipline,
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Frustration and Burnout Among Managers
For many managers in our survey, quitting their jobs
amid added stress doesn’t appear to have been an
option. Regarding their own jobs and workload, the
action they’re most likely to take is asking for more
remote work time or flex time. Beyond that, they’re
more likely to be thinking about taking action right now.
Still, you can feel the stress level in that half of
managers are thinking about or actually seeking a
less demanding job (Chart 9).
Our managers have a median age of 40, so roots are
laid, and many of the fairly drastic career moves listed
are likely hard-to-impossible to pull off. Meanwhile,
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two-thirds of our workers were under 40, which is
likely why the story for them is different (Chart 10).
Certainly more people have quit in the overall
workforce than in our respondent pool, because we
didn’t survey anyone without a job, nor did we ask
about those who resigned with a new job in hand.
However, the percentage of workers taking other
actions on our list is staggering. It’s clear that in terms
of morale, career and living situation, workers have
felt the real effects of the pandemic’s aftermath more
acutely than managers — though managers are now
more commonly at the end of their mental ropes, as
we’ll detail in a bit.
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The 40-hour workweek seems to be a myth for
everyone in our survey, whether due to staffing issues
or simply the reality of work at America’s smaller
businesses. Most respondents are working between
41 and 50 hours per week (Chart 12). According to the
BLS, the current average is 40.5 hours for workers 2554 years of age — however, that includes part-time
workers commonly in consumer-facing jobs.
More than half of workers are indeed working more
than they were in 2019. Sentiment seems to vary, but
the demanding nature of work is top-of-mind for at
least some. One said, “The overall motivation level is
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low as many people are feeling burnout. The number
of people who have resigned is high.” Assessments
don’t get much bleaker than that. Another said,
“Sometimes it’s a lot of pressure, but overall it’s okay.”
Generally, freeform responses from workers were
neutral to negative. They mentioned stress, pressure
from management, feeling unsafe on the job, the
need for training, not sharing financially in growth
and enduring pay cuts. And yet more than one
quarter found something good to say: loving their
jobs, appreciating the flexibility to work from home or
finding new opportunities for personal growth.
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More Resources

Top Employee Experience Metrics and KPIs to Measure
No single measurement provides a complete picture of employee sentiment. Consider our list of
indicators that mesh together, from formula-based metrics like absenteeism to more qualitative
ones like the rate of internal promotions.

18 Ways to Automate Your Business for Growth
Automation need not be daunting. Make this the year you kick it into high gear by reviewing these
18 ways to eliminate repetitive work.

Intro to the Digital Supply Chain
Where traditional supply chains plan and react, digital supply chains predict and prescribe actions to
take. Here’s your guide to achieving real-time visibility of supplier performance and customer needs.
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Why Employees Leave
One of the tougher tasks for executives is understanding
why employees leave. It’s fair to say that executives
rarely feel the sort of personal economic stress that
workers or even managers do. So, it’s not too surprising
that executives most commonly think that the reason
people leave is for career advancement, not better
wages or benefits, as is actually the case. Chart 13 shows
the percentage of each cohort that selected each option
as a top-three reason people leave.
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Whereas Chart 13 deals with the top three, Chart 14
shows each audience’s No. 1 reason that employees
leave. Two points of note: A significant fraction of
non-finance managers are stressed about pay.
Secondly, burnout is a bigger factor among managers
than executives realize. Families, mortgages and
spousal jobs are among the factors likely preventing
many managers from pursuing less demanding jobs.
Nonetheless, managers seem to really wish they could.
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An analysis of employee records from the Harvard
Business Review offers an explanation for the
findings in Chart 14: It found that employees ages
30-45 are quitting in the greatest numbers now.
That’s in contrast to 2020, when young workers did
the leaving, along with boomers near retirement.
The HBR cited three possible reasons for mid-level
employees exiting: They may be more trusted to work
independently, making new jobs easier to find in the
era of remote work. Or, they may have so far delayed
transitions to other jobs because of the pandemic’s
uncertainty. And finally, the HBR speculates what
we’ve found here: A good fraction of these workers
have had it. Execs have planned and measured and
“taken actions” — but implementing those actions,
which included staffing reductions, hiring freezes
and so on, fell to these mid-level managers, and
many are simply burned out. And some of those
who weren’t burned out seized new opportunities:
Some 4.4 million businesses started in 2020. That’s a
25% increase over 2019 and up over 50% versus the
previous decade average.
“It’s more challenging to provide the great service
our clients are used to. It means more hours for the
rest of us,” said one manager respondent. Another
took some ownership for workplace stress: “Needed
to stop pressuring people as much as I did.” Another
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put it this way, “Not everyone is able to withstand
so much work.” As we’ll see, this burnout’s impact
extends to how managers, as well as workers, feel
about their employers and company priorities.
Managers with positive comments often mentioned
how much they appreciated the ability to work from
home. In some cases, it’s a matter of closeness to
family: “Working from home is the biggest benefit of
this pandemic.” Others cited well-being: “Being able
to work from anywhere really improved my mental
health.” The effect extended to team dynamics: “I
learned to be more empathetic.” Still other managers
spoke of IT skills and communication skills gained,
though not without effort: “New tools are very helpful,
but it takes time to learn how to use them,” said one.
Executives offered the most positive comments in our
survey. Many said they were pleasantly surprised that
remote work worked. Others talked about changing
their management style: “I’ve definitely become more
conscious of the pastoral aspects of management
and leadership,” was a nice way to put it. And then of
course, “We have been forced into a crash course on
modern technology.” That was a common refrain for
executives who weren’t leading technology-forward
organizations before the pandemic.
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What Execs Will Do About Worker Discontent
Executives seem to understand that even if a tight
labor market isn’t causing problems for the business
now, it certainly could in the future. When we asked
which steps they’ve taken to mitigate the effects of
the talent shortage, we got something of an “all of
the above” answer. Execs were allowed to select up
to four options. Between 29% and 45% of executives
selected each option we offered. We asked workers
which steps they’d like management to take, and they
too had an “all of the above” response.
Probably not surprisingly, workers like the idea of
being compensated for continuing education more
than executives like doing the compensating. Workers
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are also less excited about moves toward gig work or
less labor-intensive products — and we can all guess
why. They’re a bit less interested in automation too,
but just a bit.
More surprising is their low interest in subsidized
child care. Men outnumbered women about two to
one among our employee respondents. However, we
wouldn’t expect only one-third to favor subsidized
child care. We assume at least some of the men have
spouses who’ve left the workforce to care for children
over the past two years, have left themselves or are
otherwise struggling with the current disarray in the
U.S. pre-K childcare landscape.
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Ambivalence About Work and the Workplace
Our final series of questions dealt with topics like
employees’ morale, happiness with compensation
and work challenges and willingness to comply with
COVID-19 mandates. We asked employees about
their own sentiments, and we asked managers about
their teams’ sentiments. We asked executives about
employees as a whole. In order to view all of these in
a single graph, we developed a weighted average that
consolidates responses into a single number.
The bottom line: Executives think workers are happier
than they actually are, while managers understand
worker sentiment or think it’s even worse than it
is. Workers and managers align in their ambivalent
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responses: They don’t say that workers are not
happy — but they also don’t say that they are happy,
which is a problem.
The full set of response charts is in the appendix,
but for discussion’s sake, Chart 17 shows responses
around compensation. In this particular chart as well
as the series, between one in three and one in four
workers and managers are ambivalent — they
“neither agree nor disagree” that employees are
happy with compensation. It’s hard to imagine
indecision about issues so central to work
happiness — that is, unless the respondent is
burned out.
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In a more normal time of economic expansion, we’d
expect workers and managers to “somewhat agree”
or even “strongly agree” with these statements,
but the pandemic’s gyrations have dulled that
enthusiasm. And it’s likely that supply-chain
challenges and labor shortages will continue to wear
on workers. Automakers, for example, have found
ways to keep profits up even as chip shortages limit
which models they actually make. They’ve essentially
raised prices on the cars they do make, idled factories
and sent used car prices skyrocketing. Wall Street is
happy, but less so are the workers and managers who
just want to get back to steady production. It’s not
that executives are doing the wrong thing, but they’ll
eventually have to deal with the worker fallout.
The HBR has discussed the concept of crafting
jobs for the enjoyment of employees, mostly in
terms of keeping information workers happy and
challenged. Gen Z and Millennials have never known
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a time without computers, and many have never
lacked smartphones or the internet. The analog,
manual tools that sufficed for Gen X workers are
not going to sit so well with younger workers. That’s
why, in Chart 16, the biggest gap between executives
and managers/workers is in their gauge of workers’
“happiness with the tools provided to do the job.”
Execs say the tools suffice; workers and managers
say they don’t. Work doesn’t need to become a
TikTok danceathon, but employees who’ve grown up
with digital everything will expect digital tools and
automation at work too.
Plus, employees are facing pressure to work faster
and more accurately. Leaders can alleviate that
pressure — and achieve said speed and accuracy —
by giving wireless scanners to warehouse employees,
CNC machines to shop floor workers or automating
data entry for information workers, among other
technology initiatives.
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Workers seem to understand that their issues
with work aren’t necessarily the fault of senior
management. Almost two in three say they love their
jobs, and a solid majority say they like the company’s
management. Certainly auto workers understand
that you can’t make cars without chips and that chip
shortages aren’t the fault of executives.
Likewise, a solid majority of managers approve of
how senior leadership has handled recruiting and
retention. But if you’re burned out, knowing that
others are doing what they can only helps so much.
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Workers and managers are either happier or
about as happy in their work as they were two years
ago (Chart 19) — even though there’s evidence of
burnout among some and perhaps more than the
usual unrest about compensation, promotions,
benefits and worker toolsets. Stressed, somewhat
burned out and yet happy — sort of like when firsttime marathon runners get to those last few miles.
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Project $50 Million
There’s a lot to getting technology adoption right. Choosing systems that work well together
is often more important than choosing the absolute best tool for each job. Get details on the
technology you’ll need to scale each department of your business in our Project $50 Million series.
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What’s Next
The marathon in this case is the pandemic and
its fallout. Perhaps the most painful business
consequence is simply the number of changes
everyone’s faced and our lack of experience in
dealing with each. Think about the progression
from stay-at-home orders to school closings to
mask mandates to vaccine mandates to broken
supply chains to workplaces struggling for survival
to workplaces thriving. Oh, and then repeat at least
some of these phases as waves of outbreaks hit
various parts of the country and world.
What started out as a great series of challenging
unknowns has evolved into a wearisome series of
repeat events with no real agreement on how to
proceed. On the whole, we’re frustrated with each
other, with customers, with business partners, with
officials and with the tenacity of the virus itself. Throw
in climate change concerns and the new specter of
inflation, and it’s not hard to see why people have
had it, even if you aren’t fed up yourself. A little bit
of change, over time, keeps us challenged and on
our game. Years of constant, deep, systemic change
breed frustration and, well, burnout.
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If the rate of change is a big part of the worker
sentiment problem, then the lessons of the
pandemic — which basically amount to “embrace
change or fall behind those who do” — will also be
a problem. Executives will be challenged to manage
change while minding the potential frustrations of
those who implement those changes. Taking the
time to listen to workers and managers, and to help
them find and celebrate wins as the company finds
its stride, will be critical for the foreseeable future.
Most companies are used to managing cash flow,
revenue, profits and customer happiness. And now,
employee happiness and engagement join those
metrics as top-tier indicators of success.
We’re equally sure that most companies will use
technology to deal with supply-chain issues, project
management constraints, changing customer needs
and a myriad of other, lesser issues. It’s simply a
matter of staying competitive — imagine the car
marker that hadn’t been using electronics in every
corner of design at the advent of the Chip Age.
K-cars, Vegas and Pintos are quaint, but no one
wants to drive one of those chipless beasts. More
corners of business will face similar technological
imperatives in the months and years to come.
Some employees will love it, and some will loathe it.
Smart executives will work with managers to make
happiness the norm and listen to employees when
it’s not.
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Appendix
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